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good morning ladies and gentlemen                                               
welcome to ask the theologian here it is                                        
Thursday and I'm delighted that you have                                        
joined us as we take your biblical                                              
theological and worldview questions and                                         
why don't we just jump right into your                                          
questions and see what you've got to                                            
talk about today always a delight to see                                        
what's on your mind here's one that                                             
comes from Patricia came in advance                                             
through Facebook I appreciate Patricia                                          
who really responds based upon my                                               
comments on Kanye West just the other                                           
day Patricia says I'm new to your                                               
ministry about the beginning of the                                             
summer I come from a mega church with a                                         
worship band who smoked and played hills                                        
long god bless you for coming                                                   
and I do get emotionally involved with                                          
the music I picture like a picture like                                         
what was played in heaven to worship the                                        
creator goes on a little bit let me go                                          
ahead and that when I listen to your                                            
commentary on Kanye West I begin to feel                                        
guilty because if you heard that comment                                        
Airy it is just a little bit anti music                                         
a bit now the question the heart of the                                         
question that Patricia brings is do I                                           
have to give up my worship music to                                             
follow the Lord let's discuss that very                                         
issue and see do I have to give up                                              
worship music in order to follow the                                            
Lord as you know my commentary has been                                         
many many times that so much worship                                            
music has been harmful to the church                                            
even if I might say even if it's not a                                          
particular song that has been harmful to                                        
the church the overall trend of making                                          
the worship service which we used to                                            
call the preaching service making the                                           
worship service so much about music I                                           
think that has been harmful I might add                                         
that would be true whether you sang a                                           
whole bunch of hymns with a choir in an                                         
organ or you sing with a praise team and                                        
blue lights a little bit of fog and and                                         
modern worship music the the over                                               
emphasis on music                                                               
is really more my beef if we can put it                                         
that way                                                                        
pardon the vegetarians but it's a little                                        
more my beef van than some of the actual                                        
music itself because we could go both                                           
through the hymns and into the praise                                           
music and there's lousy stuff on both                                           
sides no doubt about it now let's talk                                          
about this this this use of worship                                             



music do I have to give up my worship                                           
music in order to follow the Lord                                               
is it wrong to love people in the name                                          
of Jesus I find myself getting depressed                                        
over these discrepancies in my Christian                                        
walk between kumbaya and dispensational                                         
Bible student god bless you Patricia for                                        
for feeling that need for some balance                                          
you don't want to be kumbaya and yet                                            
totally just verse by verse exegetical                                          
Bible teaching you say it seems like                                            
something's missing there okay let let                                          
me give several points on this first of                                         
all I still appreciate you following us                                         
so she goes on to say I no longer attend                                        
the mega church I now attend Taos First                                         
Baptist Church online and I appreciate                                          
that and glad to be your pastor now                                             
let's put some thoughts together first                                          
of all let me say I am less emotionally                                         
driven or less emotional than most                                              
people no doubt about it so let me give                                         
you a little advice                                                             
don't use dr. Spock as your baseline for                                        
healthy emotional expression that would                                         
be the wrong thing to do if you don't                                           
know dr. Spock he was on Star Trek and                                          
he had absolutely no emotion he was a                                           
what was the avulsion or something like                                         
that and had no heart to him no emotion                                         
to him okay granted there are those of                                          
us who are a little more Spock like our                                         
emotions are about as cold as a                                                 
stainless steels think you should not                                           
use that as your baseline now just the                                          
same there are those who will cry at                                            
every sunrise                                                                   
as a matter of fact then they'll cry                                            
again at every sunset as a matter of                                            
fact they cry again when the sun's                                              
midday as a matter of fact they cry when                                        
it's cloudy as a matter of fact they cry                                        
when the doors closed as a matter of                                            
fact they cry when the doors open as a                                          
matter of fact they cry when nobody's                                           
out there at the door as a matter of                                            
fact they cry when somebody is at the                                           
door                                                                            
as a matter of fact they cry when the                                           
cat goes by as a matter of fact I cry                                           
when there's no cat you you get what I'm                                        
saying is there are some people who are                                         
just a bucket full of emotions and                                              
others I'm leaving more towards this                                            
then who are kind of a dr. Spock don't                                          
use either one of us or the baseline of                                         
what our healthy emotions are what are                                          
good motions now as a matter of fact I                                          
want to say for those of you by the way                                         
who are a basket of emotions and those                                          
of you like me who don't have emotions                                          
are we in the wrong place not                                                   



necessarily we are fearfully and                                                
wonderfully made and we are individuals                                         
this is one of the things that I don't                                          
like about psychology as a whole is for                                         
the most part it is based upon who was                                          
it young or Freud who who came up with                                          
this idea and the psychological                                                 
diagnostic manual isn't that what it's                                          
called                                                                          
the statistical psychological                                                   
statistical the diagnostic oh just                                              
distill digital the baculum that one                                            
diagnostic the DSM psychology world came                                        
up with the DSM and the DSM diagnosis                                           
you                                                                             
according to statistics 98% of the                                              
people are not a basket of emotions nor                                         
are they dr. Spock therefore if you are                                         
out of the out of the two percent then                                          
or you're in that two percent then you                                          
are not normal there's something wrong                                          
with you we diagnosed you with something                                        
I I say that's a bucket of bunk get rid                                         
of all that you are Patricia I am Randy                                         
and we can be that and be healthy                                               
sometimes we might need to say hey you                                          
know what                                                                       
maybe for me maybe the lack of                                                  
emotionalism is a hindrance to some                                             
and maybe it's sometimes even                                                   
inappropriate and that should that                                              
should be different or maybe others say                                         
I don't even like cats why am i crying                                          
when the cat's there and and I need to                                          
get a hold of my emotion so be who you                                          
are but be healthy that's what I'm                                              
saying and and never use one individual                                         
as the basis of what is right before God                                        
you are an individual and you just need                                         
to be healthy in the word before God and                                        
and by the way don't use one individual                                         
don't use the whole bucket of                                                   
individuals either so that's the first                                          
thing I would have to say the second                                            
thing I would have to say is that I do                                          
recognize that one of the benefits of                                           
music is it does catch the heart it does                                        
know better for the most part than the                                          
spoken word though the spoken word can                                          
be useful I wrote in a Kip let's see a                                          
Christians guide to Killinger I wrote a                                         
an article in there on poetry as the                                            
supreme art and I argued in there that                                          
every Christian ought to read poetry for                                        
a number of reasons some of which are                                           
intellectual and some of which are are                                          
emotional but poetry and then add poet                                          
at music to that poetry it has an                                               
ability to catch part of us that just                                           
the logical spoken word in an outline                                           
form as I often give does not have that                                         
ability so I think that whereas again                                           



some people maybe they've gone to Sneed                                         
on music and they need to come and hear                                         
some of the the the outline the logic of                                        
the Word of God there are others who                                            
maybe need a song in their life from                                            
time to time and it would be a good                                             
thing so I think that it is perfectly                                           
fitting for you Patricia or for anyone                                          
perfectly fitting to lift the spirits in                                        
music music really can lift the spirits                                         
they can encourage the soul they can get                                        
you out of the doldrums they can give                                           
you some energy and all sorts of things                                         
that music can do that really is                                                
perfectly fitting as we understand that                                         
this is what is                                                                 
what is the case as you know Hollywood                                          
could not live without a musical score                                          
there absolutely is not a story good                                            
enough that they could just go with the                                         
script they've got to put some music                                            
underneath it in order to tell that                                             
story                                                                           
so music does something for us we should                                        
recognize it does something for us and                                          
when we need when we need that there's a                                        
sense in which music is a little bit of                                         
a medicine for us and we should take                                            
that medicine and be encouraged by that                                         
medicine we remember even as King Stoll                                         
honestly you know he's again probably                                           
not the best illustration but when he                                           
was down or agitated he could be calmed                                         
down and brought to a good state by the                                         
medicine of music and I think we ought                                          
to recognize that and understand that                                           
and for all of us we ought to say you                                           
know it's a time maybe when we're just                                          
getting a little depressed let's turn on                                        
some music that lifts up our soul or at                                         
the time maybe even when we're having a                                         
hard time concentrating I do this every                                         
now and then very seldom however if I'm                                         
having a hard time concentrating                                                
I'll put on some classical music in the                                         
background because it'll just sort of                                           
bring me in and and put my mind back to                                         
where it needs to be and so we have to                                          
understand there is that that benefit of                                        
music the business world understands                                            
that and church leaders understand that                                         
and often misuse that just like business                                        
leaders you know let me say also I spoke                                        
yesterday of essential oils aromatherapy                                        
is something that can lift the spirits                                          
this is why often you'll go in a home                                           
and the lady there who might not be into                                        
aromatherapy at all but she'll have a                                           
candle going because that candle makes                                          
the home smell like she actually cooked                                         
an apple pie and they like that feeling                                         
and don't really like cooking the apple                                         



pie but the smell is if we cooked an                                            
apple pie it's a wonderful thing and it                                         
lifts the soul until you find out                                               
there's nothing to it so all of that to                                         
say do do I have to give up worship                                             
music to follow the Lord                                                        
as a matter of fact you probably need                                           
some in you're following the Lord it is                                         
good medicine I think what you need to                                          
do is make sure that the music itself                                           
both in in in the beat of what it does I                                        
don't fully understand this and some                                            
disagree with me but I do think there's                                         
something about beat and the rhythm of                                          
the heart and the rhythm of what takes                                          
place in our in our brain waves that                                            
sometimes those things conflict and I                                           
again I don't fully understand that but                                         
I think that we ought to find music                                             
which even without the words it lifts                                           
our soul or soothes our spirit to find                                          
that kind of music and that kind of                                             
music in the music itself is honorable                                          
to God I think so find that in which the                                        
music itself is honorable to God and                                            
then especially even probably more so                                           
than this or certainly more at the                                              
service than this do the words                                                  
themselves honor God and they don't                                             
honor God if they disagree with his word                                        
this is what makes worship music so very                                        
difficult is you just have to go through                                        
so much of it that when it comes down to                                        
it it does not honor honor the word you                                         
know there's some songs out there days                                          
of Elijah you know these are the days of                                        
Elijah and as I kind of like the song                                           
because it's you know it's encouraging                                          
it's a little a little bit of a warrior                                         
in it there's a little victorious and                                           
yet when I saying it I said no these                                            
aren't the days of Elijah and that's                                            
that's talking about a future in the in                                         
the coming of the Lord and it doesn't                                           
fit to say right now so sometimes when                                          
we sing it in our church we actually                                            
change the words we say pray for the                                            
days of Elijah                                                                  
and we've changed a number of things                                            
just to tweak it to say okay now we can                                         
sing it and it actually lines up a                                              
little better with biblical reality so                                          
we want songs that honor the Lord there                                         
are other songs hymns for example uh                                            
let's see we've a tour a story to tell                                          
to the nation's remember that old                                               
missionaries him we have a story to tell                                        
to the nation's that shall turn their                                           
hearts to the right a story of truth and                                        
mercy a story of love and                                                       
and the darkness shall turn to the                                              
dawning and the dawning to noonday                                              



bright and Christ's great Kingdom shall                                         
come on earth a kingdom of love and                                             
light well that's a post-millennial song                                        
it's a kingdom building song it honestly                                        
doesn't honor the scripture because it                                          
takes a poor view of Scripture so in                                            
order to worship through music find                                             
where both the music itself and the                                             
words honor God and honor his word then                                         
as you find that and there's some out                                           
there there even some musicians I think                                         
out there and some genres out there that                                        
do that as you find that then especially                                        
for the many of you who are discovering                                         
that is so very difficult to find a                                             
local church that you're having to go                                           
for example to a church online and you                                          
can create your own worship experience                                          
before the music begins as most of you                                          
know we don't broadcast music for a                                             
number of different reasons I here at                                           
Randy white ministries but as the before                                        
the the preaching begins for example                                            
maybe you pull out your hymnal some                                             
people ask me why I know so many hymns                                          
it's because I had a car with no radio                                          
for many years when I was young                                                 
and I just kept a hymnal there and I                                            
would look over every now and then I'd                                          
looking at I'm saying oh I'm a fabulous                                         
fabulous singer and I would learn those                                         
those those lines one after another just                                        
because I was driving two hours to get                                          
to seminary and they they they became                                           
good friends to me so maybe it's your                                           
hymnal you pull out maybe it's a CD that                                        
you put in you know maybe it's an                                               
eight-track I don't know what it is                                             
record player an mp3 whatever that                                              
you're able to to maybe silence but some                                        
way that does lift your spirits and                                             
prepare you then to go into the word                                            
just like you would in a local church                                           
service I appreciate that now but                                               
Patricia says one more thing in this                                            
this post on Facebook that she was                                              
asking yes she says let's see                                                   
I love line-by-line exegetical teaching                                         
I'll never give up listening to my                                              
preacher Randy thank you I appreciate                                           
that                                                                            
then this is although I find some of                                            
your teachings hard I am glad to hear                                           
that actually that you find some of my                                          
teachings hard                                                                  
let me speak on what to do with hard                                            
teaching whether it's mine or someone                                           
else and they're there one of these                                             
things I'm gonna say is probably                                                
specific to me one is just specific to                                          
hard hard as in difficult teaching if                                           
you are in some teaching that you're                                            



saying this is hard for me to understand                                        
what he's saying I don't exactly get the                                        
point I don't exactly understand the                                            
logic of it or I don't understand the                                           
theology of it that that will you will                                          
experience that with anybody who is                                             
teaching in depth Bible study there                                             
going to be some that you just connect                                          
to and you say Amen all the way through                                         
there gonna be others that maybe because                                        
of a number of reasons maybe you don't                                          
have the background information that is                                         
assumed maybe the preacher did not                                              
communicate it well maybe there's a                                             
missing piece either in the preachers                                           
part or in your understanding                                                   
maybe you drift it off and you forgotten                                        
you know what he said ten minutes ago                                           
and now you're trying to pick up there's                                        
a lot of reasons it can be hard so my                                           
discussion or my point is if you're                                             
listening to hard preaching in your                                             
local church online wherever it is if                                           
you're listening to hard preaching                                              
difficult preaching hard to understand                                          
preaching don't try to understand all of                                        
it you really don't have to be an expert                                        
on every topic and on every sermon and                                          
so sometimes if the pastor is just kind                                         
of going over your head keep on                                                 
listening you'll catch up nugget in                                             
there and probably that goes into the                                           
mind a little bit and that information                                          
will come out later either that or the                                          
pastor just missed it that day and                                              
it had a hard time communicating it                                             
happens we're human right now the other                                         
thing I would say because you were                                              
speaking of emotionalism and not exactly                                        
sure which way to take this on sometimes                                        
I find some of your teachings hard I                                            
have some hard words sometimes typically                                        
I am I'm pretty direct with sarcasm                                             
it's not always easy for some people                                            
especially to unto know is he joking or                                         
does he tell him the truth did he really                                        
mean that what's taking place here in in                                        
what he said so I would say ignore                                              
sarcasm those of you who love sarcasm                                           
and a little humor of sarcasm you can                                           
laugh your way to the bank and others                                           
who get a little put off by that I would                                        
say if it is an offensive statement                                             
there might be some sarcasm in there and                                        
take all that through as it stands Thank                                        
You Patricia I'm glad you found us last                                         
summer I'm glad you're out of the church                                        
where the music leaders are smoking and                                         
doing Hillsong music because neither one                                        
of those are good I do hope you'll find                                         
some music that will lift your soul                                             
encourage you feed you emotionally be a                                         



blessing to you spiritually and really                                          
prepare your heart to hear the word of                                          
God god bless you for that I appreciate                                         
that Patricia and let me just say before                                        
I go on in our broadcast today that this                                        
is the last day for the midweek special                                         
and the midweek special happens to be                                           
this book right here a teacher's guide                                          
to the book of Galatians I hope some of                                         
you who are Sunday school teachers will                                         
get this I hope some of you who are                                             
pastor so will get this will get this I                                         
hope some of you who have a Sunday                                              
school teacher or a Bible teacher will                                          
get this and say hey maybe we ought to                                          
consider this one let's do the book of                                          
Galatians here's this fella Lee ahlstrom                                        
who's been very successful in an                                                
engineering and a corporate environment                                         
and you say yeah I think he's got some                                          
good stuff to say so you can get free                                           
shipping when you use the coupon code                                           
Wednesday this happens to be Thursday                                           
but you can still use it until midnight                                         
tonight on that teachers guide to the                                           
book of Galatians can I say also we've                                          
got a new one coming out maybe as early                                         
as next week and this is actually a                                             
reprint of an old classic and the book                                          
here a little hard for you to see on                                            
that black background but the book is                                           
the harmony of the prophetic word a key                                         
to Old Testament prophecy concerning                                            
things to come                                                                  
our Noga Balian org Abilene I believe is                                        
how you pronounce that a harmony of the                                         
prophetic word he does really a very                                            
good job at harmonizing prophecy                                                
bringing it all together and it was                                             
printed sometime pre-1920 are no gabilan                                        
was a an associate with CI Scofield one                                         
of the editors of the Scofield Bible                                            
it's always of that old day of                                                  
dispensationalism I think you'll enjoy                                          
that book that will be coming out in                                            
paperback appreciate all of you being                                           
here today on ask the theologian and                                            
let's see here what we've got but Bob on                                        
that same point Bob up in Minnesota has                                         
a good word I've got background music                                           
playing all the time and usually hymns                                          
instrumental only and I think there's                                           
there really is some value in                                                   
instrumental hymns they can be very                                             
encouraging and you don't have to try to                                        
figure out is this does this the line                                           
again biologically with the beat in it                                          
again I don't fully understand that but                                         
I've read enough on it to know                                                  
something's there or I hadn't having him                                        
read enough I felt enough to know that                                          
there are some songs that agitate even                                          



without words they agitate they put you                                         
on edge they frustrate you I think this                                         
is one of the things by the way with                                            
modern worship music is it                                                      
does not come to an end it fades but it                                         
it never it never really finishes like                                          
older music did where you knew okay that                                        
song is over now it's time to music move                                        
to another one I think that might be                                            
subtly one of the reasons why in this                                           
last generation since they introduced                                           
modern praise and worship music that                                            
never ends that's why now instead of                                            
twenty minutes of music went to 30                                              
minutes once a 40 music minutes went to                                         
50 minutes went to an hour went to an                                           
hour and a half because you're left                                             
hanging you've got to have something                                            
more it's also maybe one of the reasons                                         
why if you will watch the pattern here                                          
very often after a long you know                                                
seemingly forever set of this worship                                           
music they will conclude with an old                                            
hymn now and that's when everyone starts                                        
singing by the way but they will                                                
conclude with an old hymn maybe because                                         
the hymn actually comes to a stop and                                           
they can get out of it otherwise you                                            
know there's no way to land that plane                                          
with so much of this music so find                                              
instrumental music Bob mentions Fernando                                        
Ortega singing and instrumental by the                                          
way I would mention that Fernando or                                            
Daigo grew up about 10 miles from where                                         
I grew up he's just slightly older but                                          
he is from chimayo                                                              
New Mexico and the famous Ortega family                                         
there does weavings like these although                                         
these are not Ortega rugs because Ortega                                        
rugs cost boo coos of money these are                                           
Indian rugs as in made in India and but                                         
the Ortega family if you ever get you an                                        
Ortega weaving go for it save it because                                        
they are artisans extraordinaire on                                             
weaving and Fernando Ortega comes from                                          
the Ortega family and really has done                                           
some excellent worship music there I                                            
appreciate that                                                                 
you know I was talking to Cory the other                                        
day let me just bring this up I think it                                        
was Cory that I had this discussion it                                          
used to be that music was a public kind                                         
of thing you had to do music with others                                        
and in the 80s they invented the Sony                                           
Walkman do you remember that I remember                                         
the first time I ever put those little                                          
speakers on my ear I happen to be in                                            
Washington DC and I was a junior in high                                        
school and we were in a mall and on a                                           
school trip and I put those on and I was                                        
taken to another world I could not                                              
believe the sound you could get through                                         



those two little things and that I think                                        
made music become a personal drug where                                         
now you know you see young people where                                         
they're just always kind of in                                                  
never-never land with these things in                                           
their ears taken up to another sphere                                           
and we lost the community aspect of                                             
music through that because to get good                                          
music and quality sound you used to have                                        
to go to a public setting and get all                                           
the various instruments and all the                                             
acoustics and everything had to be right                                        
and you brought that or to get you know                                         
of full harmony you had to have four                                            
people at least and so you you did all                                          
of that in a group setting now you plug                                         
some things into your ears you shut the                                         
whole world out and the world has become                                        
more selfish since then maybe I'm often                                         
in pinning that exactly the the selfish                                         
nature of the world exactly to the Sony                                         
Walkman but I think there might be a                                            
little something that is there                                                  
appreciate that okay let's see what                                             
we've got in your comments coming in we                                         
have would you please discuss your                                              
thoughts on redemptive creation this is                                         
from Laurie in North Carolina and I am                                          
going to first of all try to get us a a                                         
decent working plan he excuse me a                                              
definition that we can come from here                                           
see if I can find something very civilly                                        
online                                                                          
the I don't find a real good definition                                         
to give you just right off hand but                                             
redemptive creation has this idea in it                                         
that we are together and if you're                                              
actually speaking about something else                                          
let me know Laurie but all of creation                                          
together is working together to redeem                                          
all of creation it has a Calvinist                                              
sovereign God kind of idea to it but it                                         
it it it basically is a an offshoot of                                          
covenant theology and covenant theology                                         
goes to say that creation all of                                                
creation since Adam is under a covenant                                         
of redemption and so everything that is                                         
taking place from Adam onward is this                                           
redemptive activity and we get involved                                         
and we even we even create ourselves in                                         
order to build a redemptive Society                                             
we create a better church we create a                                           
better family we create a better society                                        
- it's a it's an odd way of building the                                        
kingdom so let me say as you can tell                                           
there I'm certainly not an expert on the                                        
theology of redemptive creation but let                                         
me say I am suspicious of a lot of those                                        
things that kind of become faddish and                                          
theologies that become faddish and                                              
theologies that become a thing when you                                         
never read the thing in the Bible                                               



theologies that have to go searching for                                        
a a some scriptural support like I don't                                        
know even the theology of limited                                               
atonement it's a theology in search of a                                        
scripture and some of this redemptive                                           
creation stuff becomes this same kind of                                        
thing                                                                           
is somebody has created this theology                                           
and now we are scrambling you know to                                           
try to put it together and make make a                                          
decent theology through all of that                                             
appreciate that                                                                 
Laurie and if if I miss the point on                                            
that and you have a different point                                             
bring that up to me and I appreciate                                            
that a few comments on what I was saying                                        
about music that I will read here and                                           
Tara says our culture drives feelings                                           
over facts and that is how we end up                                            
with your truth versus absolute truth                                           
but then some of us overcompensates                                             
thing there's no feelings all together                                          
you're you're you're right Tara the the                                         
the problem it's almost these two things                                        
come together one is there is no                                                
absolute truth which then makes my                                              
feelings the truth and that's kind of                                           
the conflict we've got in so many places                                        
today and appreciate all of that                                                
let's see Tara also speaks about we can                                         
see how churches use music to manipulate                                        
people instead of bringing people closer                                        
to God and this is true again whether                                           
you want to talk about churches who do                                          
it or you want to talk about Hollywood                                          
that does it or you want to talk about                                          
businesses that do it you know they                                             
spend a lot of money to know what color                                         
what smell what sound should be in the                                          
store when a person comes in because                                            
they know that color smell and sound                                            
along with sights are a huge part of                                            
marketing and so those they'll spend a                                          
lot of money on marketing that means                                            
they'll spend a lot of money saying what                                        
coming in the ear is going to produce                                           
the best impulse to buy it Kmart you                                            
know what the thing coming in the year                                          
used to be blue light special on aisle 7                                        
but that will inspire the logical soul                                          
Kmart went out of business to this so as                                        
we go through there I appreciate all of                                         
that okay and and then I had a comment                                          
on here let me find that about yeah in                                          
the 60s there was experimentation with                                          
music and quantum physics so-called to                                          
manipulate the mind it was a time of                                            
expanding one's mind via illicit drugs                                          
mysticism music and yeah so much that is                                        
true in there and I I just think we have                                        
to be careful with music as I have                                              
mentioned a number of times on our                                              



programs a few years back I actually                                            
asked the musicians to stop this is                                             
probably been 10 years ago now to stop                                          
playing it whenever I was preaching not                                         
to do that especially at the end you                                            
know you come to the end and and now                                            
it's all bow our heads and close our                                            
eyes and the music begins just you know                                         
softly and tenderly Jesus is calling                                            
Jesus I come Jesus I come and I noticed                                         
I would put on my radio voice and I                                             
would speak of the love of God which is                                         
broader than Earth's vast expanse oh my                                         
friend God is calling for you today now                                         
turn off the music and that just sounds                                         
weird but with music I'm telling you I                                          
can get you down the aisle and I began                                          
to be convicted about that and begin to                                         
see how music was even manipulating the                                         
way I was presenting something now I                                            
never I never planned to manipulate with                                        
music I just realized that even in a                                            
conservative Baptist environment we used                                        
music to to manipulate people like that                                         
and and I like to use music to persuade                                         
people music to teach people music to                                           
convince people music - cause people                                            
lift their eyes                                                                 
up to God all that's well and good but                                          
it really can become very manipulative                                          
if we're not careful and bring bring                                            
that through so I'm kind of with Nancy                                          
and Bob I listen to instrumental music                                          
prefer no words that end up going in my                                         
mind over and over and I'm with you                                             
there                                                                           
but music it can take us back to another                                        
place can't it still to this day you                                            
know if you play hate to confess all                                            
these things but if you play some old                                           
foreigner from the 80s I will be back in                                        
high school in you know thirty minutes                                          
you're as cold as ice you're willing to                                         
sacrifice our love right is that                                                
foreigner or somebody else I don't know                                         
but let me come over to Vimeo we've got                                         
a question that comes in again from Bob                                         
John 1925 talks about Mary the mother of                                        
Jesus and her sister Mary the wife of                                           
Cleophas were the mother of Jesus and                                           
her sister really both named Mary let's                                         
go to Matthew excuse me John John                                               
chapter 19 verse 25 there stood by the                                          
cross of Jesus his mother and his                                               
mother's sister Mary the wife of                                                
Cleophas and Mary Magdalene so the                                              
question is do we have Mary and Mary's                                          
sister Mary and Mary from Migdal                                                
McDonough                                                                       
do we have three Mary's standing there                                          
and did Jesus's mother have a mother did                                        
Jesus's mother Mary have a sister named                                         



Mary well speaking of high school I can                                         
tell you that when I was in high school                                         
in catholic northern new mexico there                                           
was a family that had eight girls and                                           
every one of the girls was named Mary so                                        
there were eight sisters named Mary                                             
there was Mary Esther there was Mary                                            
Rose                                                                            
there was Mary Louise but they were all                                         
Mary obviously the Catholic influence                                           
today coming through there now could you                                        
have had that kind of influence in the                                          
days of Jesus by the name Mary we                                               
believe that the name Mary comes from                                           
the Hebrew word it's actually a fairly                                          
common Hebrew word Miriam and Miriam of                                         
course was Moses was sister and so when                                         
you put that into Greek you end up with                                         
Mary now I want to note that I mentioned                                        
this just this last week I believe it                                           
was yeah there we go                                                            
the just this last week and I believe                                           
the book of Acts but I could be wrong                                           
talked about the various Mary's that are                                        
in the New Testament Bullinger in have I                                        
mentioned that I keep a Bollinger Bible                                         
right here the companion Bible Bollinger                                        
has appendix 100 which I just pulled up                                         
the 6th Mary's and he talks about these                                         
various Mary's that are here let's just                                         
look briefly it's a short appendix let's                                        
look briefly at what he says I want you                                         
to notice that he says the name Mary                                            
when used if the Lord's mother is always                                        
in greek miriam that it that's the                                              
hebrew Miriam as in Exodus chapter 15                                           
verse 20 now I put up a note that says I                                        
have not found this to be accurate it's                                         
my own personal note and let's check                                            
here John chapter 19 verse 25 well it                                           
doesn't have the name there but I I I                                           
may be missing something but I found                                            
several examples where it was clearly                                           
talking about Mary the mother of the                                            
Lord and it had the Greek mere EOS                                              
instead of the the Hebrew Miriam or                                             
Miria or we might say Maria and so I'm                                          
not sure he's right on there it's worthy                                        
of trying to figure out you know                                                
sometimes I wish I could call him up and                                        
say hey Doc what do you mean there what                                         
about this and he'd probably tell me and                                        
he probably has some                                                            
something that I'm not aware of but at                                          
least now I'll be suspicious of it so                                           
the name Mary when use of Lourdes mother                                        
says is always Miriam the other five are                                        
usually Maria or sometimes with an S on                                         
it                                                                              
he gives the other five as let's see he                                         
gives the excuse me all six of them as                                          
Mary the mother of our Lord the context                                         



never leaves room for any doubt as to                                           
her identity as I think we would see in                                         
John 19 25 even though it doesn't use                                           
the word Mary there was at the cross of                                         
Jesus his mother                                                                
so never any doubt as to which Mary were                                        
talking about when we're talking about                                          
the mother of our Lord I think he's                                             
right there number two he talks about                                           
Mary the mother of James and Joseph and                                         
here is the one who he says she is                                              
called                                                                          
the wife of Cleophas so Mary the mother                                         
of James the last and Joseph we see her                                         
Matthew 27 56 among which was Mary                                              
Magdalene Mary the mother of James and                                          
Joseph and the mother of Zebedee's                                              
children that's James and John mark 15                                          
women looking on from afar there was                                            
Mary Magdalene Mary the mother of James                                         
at the last and Joseph and Salome so the                                        
third one Mary the sister of Martha                                             
anointed at Jesus's feet she does not                                           
appear to be here in John 19 Mary                                               
Magdalene of Magdala she is always to be                                        
identified with this designation and                                            
there is no authority whatsoever for                                            
identifying her with the unnamed woman                                          
of Luke chapter 7 then Mary the mother                                          
of John Mark so that is the the instance                                        
in which I was speaking of Mary there                                           
and Mary one of Paul's helpers now the                                          
problem is he does not answer your                                              
question Bob and so your question again                                         
is you've got in 9 19 25 on the right of                                        
your screen                                                                     
the by the cross of Jesus his mother                                            
Mary his mother's sister Mary the wife                                          
of Cleophas now I think what I think                                            
what we've got is our understanding of                                          
the comma here I don't think his                                                
mother's sister is named Mary                                                   
I think his mother's sister is not named                                        
here so here we've got Mary the mother                                          
of our Lord                                                                     
we've got Mary's sister unnamed and                                             
we've got Mary the wife of Cleophas now                                         
we can read it his mother's sister Mary                                         
and in that case we have two people here                                        
I think that probably once again let's                                          
see if we go back to Matthew 27 verse 56                                        
we have Mary Magdalene Mary the mother                                          
of James and the mother of Zebedee's                                            
that doesn't include that there were                                            
also other women looking on among whom                                          
was Mary Magdalene Mary the mother of                                           
James the last and Salome if I'm                                                
pronouncing Stalone right maybe Mary's                                          
sister is actually Stallone as you put                                          
all those together and harmonize that I                                         
think the the best thing we're going to                                         
understand is that here we've got three                                         



women not two and and and there might                                           
actually be more than three women there                                         
when we put them all together I                                                 
appreciate your question Bob there hope                                         
that we have been able to answer that                                           
and you're exactly right those pesky                                            
commas I think that's what we've got                                            
there is those pesky commas okay let's                                          
see here question from cliff our Hebrew                                         
couplets only for embellishment or do                                           
they drive home points by repeating for                                         
example psalm 119 verse 105 and we have                                         
thy word is a lamp unto my feet and a                                           
light unto my path now here the Hebrew                                          
couplet that he's speaking about                                                
is thy word what is it it's a lamp and                                          
that's a couplet with a light the                                               
question do do they do they are they for                                        
poetic purposes are they for garnishing                                         
the the plate of scripture there are                                            
they driving home points by repeating                                           
you know excuse me there has been a lot                                         
of work done on Hebrew poetry I do like                                         
and I don't always get it I want to go                                          
to Psalm 105 here in the Appendix Bible                                         
in print                                                                        
let's see okay as I suspect it most                                             
many printed texts of scripture in the                                          
King James are going to to print as you                                         
see here on the screen they're going to                                         
print the words poetically like this so                                         
that you can kind of see those couplets                                         
here in the new American Standard Bible                                         
it's just block print and a lamp to my                                          
feet this might be the let's see what                                           
I've got here that's actually the Youngs                                        
literal translation just block print                                            
rather than poetic print I think that                                           
when we have poetry it's best if we can                                         
put it on the page as poetry so that we                                         
can see that then the problem with it is                                        
I think that if we were to spend a                                              
Hebrew poetry we would find that that                                           
use of poetry is just like in English                                           
poetry it might be doing any or all of                                          
the above and we're going to have to                                            
determine is the light unto my path the                                         
same as a lamp unto my feet or                                                  
is the word both a lamp at my feet and a                                        
light to my path I think for the most                                           
part Hebrew poetry which are gonna find                                         
a lot and obviously in the Psalms you're                                        
going to find it in the book of Job                                             
almost the entire book of Job is a poem                                         
and it's gonna have a lot of these                                              
Hebrew couplets like this I think when                                          
you find this in forty ninth chapter of                                         
Genesis other places you're going to                                            
find all over the map just like if you                                          
were to find any heat in the English                                            
poetry that sometimes those those                                               
couplets belong together and they need                                          



to be interpreted together but whether                                          
it's it's used to drive home the point                                          
or to give a different aspect of the                                            
point probably you're gonna have to take                                        
line by line and carry that out thank                                           
you obviously cliff a good student of                                           
the word or you wouldn't even know what                                         
Hebrew couplets were very good and okay                                         
I want to go back to redemptive phiale                                          
redemptive creation create forgot the                                           
name of it now redemptive creation                                              
theology that we were talking about                                             
earlier from Laura Laurie excuse me                                             
they use often be fruitful and multiply                                         
and replenish the earth and subdue it                                           
and have dominion and that it really is                                         
a means of Dominion theology it is a                                            
means of building the kingdom it's kind                                         
of interesting because there are a                                              
number of groups that do this                                                   
the Catholics as you know I mentioned                                           
Mary and her eight sisters or Mary and                                          
her seven other sisters Mary a moment                                           
ago Catholics in the past were known for                                        
this kind of thing be fruitful and                                              
multiply and take Dominion and Catholics                                        
built the kingdom by doing this I think                                         
Catholics have somewhat gotten away from                                        
it one of the reasons they did it is                                            
because they were against birth control                                         
but why were they against birth control                                         
a number of different aspects that came                                         
in there but one of them is this right                                          
here you're supposed to be fruitful and                                         
multiply and birth control does not                                             
allow that to happen                                                            
and so they took that in let's conquer                                          
the earth by having lots of good                                                
Catholic babies the Mormons have done                                           
this in a little different reason the                                           
Mormons do it because they believe                                              
there's an eternal soul and that that                                           
eternal soul cannot have its own planet                                         
until after it has a body first and so                                          
all those bodyless Souls out there just                                         
standing in line waiting for a body and                                         
so we've got to have lots of babies in                                          
order to give them bodies that's Mormon                                         
theology                                                                        
I think obviously Islam has taken this                                          
too to heart and have lots of babies in                                         
order to conquer the world all of them I                                        
think do take take a matter of we're                                            
taking this into our own hands by having                                        
all these babies I think that's probably                                        
a little different aspect then you have                                         
Kim's right sounds like the quiver full                                         
movement you know every family's                                                
supposed to have a quiver foal which                                            
means 19 pastor Rick over the years have                                        
you heard any bad arguments people use                                          
to defend the pre-trib rapture arguments                                        



that you would recommend that they not                                          
use since there are much better                                                 
arguments I have as a matter of fact one                                        
of the most common bad arguments for a                                          
pre-trib rapture one of the most common                                         
is Revelation chapter 4 verse 1 which                                           
says after this I looked and behold a                                           
door was opened in heaven and the first                                         
voice I heard was the voice of a trumpet                                        
talking with me and they say look right                                         
there you've got the pre-trib rapture                                           
and that proves the tree pre-trib                                               
rapture therefore everything before                                             
Romans chapter 4 is before the rapture                                          
everything after chapter 4 is after the                                         
rapture and I think that those little                                           
glimpses that you see right there it's                                          
actually a revelation that John was                                             
having of the of the coming day of the                                          
Lord and it doesn't have anything to do                                         
with the rapture now I heard those                                              
kind of art that kind of argumentation                                          
here's where it sort of really led me                                           
astray early on because they would I'd                                          
hear I'd heared this kind of thing and                                          
I'd look and you know I'd look closer                                           
and closer and closer and I think you                                           
get the rapture based on that that's                                            
you're gonna have to have more from more                                        
than that and so I would reject it and                                          
put those articles those arguments aside                                        
and for many many years I was a                                                 
historical premillennialists which is a                                         
post-trib rapture adherent I think that                                         
passages like John fifty excuse me John                                         
chapter fourteen or Matthew chapter                                             
twenty four that you know one is taken                                          
one is left behind these are often given                                        
as arguments for or proofs for the                                              
rapture and they have nothing to do with                                        
the rapture and so the problem is when                                          
you begin to use those arguments for the                                        
pre-trib rapture that have nothing to do                                        
with the rapture that eventually it does                                        
hit kind of a dead end and a block or                                           
you know they'll say well you pre-trib                                          
rapture people you know you just have a                                         
pie in the sky you just want to get out                                         
of here and the Bible is full of times                                          
in which God's people endured                                                   
tribulation and you think you're gonna                                          
get out of it and sometimes pre-trib                                            
rapture people don't have the                                                   
wherewithal just they know it's not that                                        
I'm getting out of you know hard times                                          
or it's that those hard times are                                               
designed for Israel and God has got to                                          
give those to Israel that is the day of                                         
Jacob's trouble not the day of the                                              
church's trouble it's the day of Jacob's                                        
trouble and there are so many things now                                        
I think to build a solid pre-trib                                               



argument you have to you it has to be a                                         
totally theological argument not based                                          
upon one or two texts but based upon the                                        
overall harmony of the prophetic word as                                        
I mentioned just a little bit ago we've                                         
got this new book coming out which is an                                        
old book the harmony of the prophetic                                           
word a key to Old Testament prophecy                                            
concerning things to come if you build                                          
your pre-trib rapture by                                                        
the way out of Old Testament prophecy                                           
you're you're gonna miss it so typically                                        
the worst arguments I see for defending                                         
pre-trib rapture are defending pre-trib                                         
rapture from scriptures that don't                                              
defend the pre-trib rapture they they're                                        
really about something else and the                                             
problem is we get caught and they say                                           
well what about and you go through and                                          
it ends up not being a logical argument                                         
all the way through to the end and so we                                        
get we get caught in that through excuse                                        
me through all that I had that little                                           
button there to spare you of that I need                                        
us I need a sound button don't I can't                                          
you all work on a sound button where's                                          
that rapture button we've been working                                          
on so I could just rapture out when I                                           
need to sneeze thank you                                                        
there and that that quiver full stuff                                           
and that redemptive creationism stuff                                           
almost always is involved in Calvinism                                          
let me add one point to it I think in                                           
recent years they've used both the                                              
quiver full and this is almost always                                           
the Calvinist the quiver fall and the                                           
the take Dominion and Calvinism has a                                           
Dominion nature to it and bad adoption                                          
theology or you know taking the                                                 
interpretation of the scriptures about                                          
adoption and they have really made adopt                                        
adopting a child to be almost a biblical                                        
mandate that this is what you have to do                                        
if you're a good Christian and I think                                          
they have made more of a biblical case                                          
than the biblical Bible actually has a                                          
case for I think that the church and you                                        
know Christians we're to take care of                                           
widows and orphans and there ought to be                                        
I think adoption really ought to be                                             
presented and the Calvinists don't do                                           
this it ought to be presented as hey                                            
their children out there who need a                                             
loving home their children out there who                                        
are a boo who are hungry they need a                                            
forever home and                                                                
maybe in in your heart and circumstances                                        
you could give them that and use that                                           
kind of motivation instead of kind of                                           
the guilt that you're not really a good                                         
Christian if you haven't adopted I'm not                                        
even sure you are a Christian and                                               



certainly you're out of the will of God                                         
if you have not adopted and had 14                                              
babies in addition to that you are just                                         
not a very good person and it really all                                        
comes down to this Dominion kind of                                             
thing we've got to have a bunch of our                                          
own babies in order to take Dominion and                                        
we got to pull in a few other babies                                            
from other places in order to have                                              
dominion now I'm all for my children                                            
having a whole bunch of babies and                                              
adoption is a wonderful and a beautiful                                         
thing but as a matter of fact tune in                                           
tonight I got a video to show you're                                            
speaking of babies but I think that we                                          
should not build it up on the wrong                                             
scripture just like the pre-trib rapture                                        
stuff that is happening there let's see                                         
and hey Rick we're on the same page                                             
there is as I play classical symphonies                                         
from Beethoven and others during my                                             
study time for some reason it helps me                                          
focus I call it brain music it really is                                        
you know classical music this is this is                                        
almost true with any music to a degree                                          
but classical music is the is the height                                        
of it it is science and math put                                                
together a a classical masterpiece is a                                         
scientific and mathematic masterpiece I                                         
had a session with a person who's a                                             
concert artist and he was he gave me one                                        
session on music theory he and I one on                                         
one and it was absolutely fascinating                                           
the way that music is math and science                                          
and it is totally a thing of ratios I                                           
learned and there's got to be between                                           
you know dough dough ray dough and Ray                                          
there has to be so much space in there                                          
and                                                                             
and you know between dough and me and                                           
fadh and sowlaty dough and lalala it's                                          
all got to be just perfectly placed in                                          
there and so this is why a Beethoven who                                        
studied math and science and you had to                                         
be a Renaissance man a well-educated not                                        
just not just having a heart for music                                          
you had to be very well educated and                                            
very logical to write these classical                                           
symphonies to get it all to work                                                
together in the end it's almost like                                            
like a an engineer and an architect                                             
building a very elaborate structure and                                         
they better know their math and science                                         
as well and it's really just this                                               
fascinating thanks to brain music yeah                                          
it certainly is I learned through that                                          
and I've practiced a little bit because                                         
I can I can play by ear actually the                                            
only thing is I can only play one I can                                         
I can poke it out but I can I can get                                           
the song out you tell me the song I'll                                          
pack it out and make one or two mistakes                                        



but I'm pretty much get there and I have                                        
learned through that class that I took                                          
that one-on-one session and just my                                             
poking out you can start a song on any                                          
of the 88 keys of the keyboard you don't                                        
have to look and say no this starts on a                                        
D you don't have to start it at a D you                                         
can start it on a white note you can                                            
start it on a black note you can start                                          
it wherever you want you just better                                            
have the right proportion between those                                         
notes and if you know proportions you                                           
can sit down blindly put your fingers                                           
down they move the keys and you put them                                        
down and hear that and you can you could                                        
go exactly from there if you know                                               
proportions and obviously you got some                                          
finger exercises going on brain music                                           
it's because it's brain music I think                                           
and the going back I'm bouncing around                                          
here a little bit and out of time but                                           
pastor drew our favorite Georgia pastor                                         
down there in Calhoun says inserting the                                        
catching away in places like John 14 a                                          
revelation one as I mentioned they're                                           
lost my spot here Keith and dab the                                             
pastor at the prophecy conference said                                          
we replace father that fallen angels                                            
that still hasn't been answered                                                 
pastor David Reed did give a sermon on                                          
that that is probably found on his                                              
YouTube page I'm not sure exactly where                                         
that is                                                                         
I heard the sermon I appreciate his                                             
argument more I'm bought the argument                                           
like my argument on Saints for example                                          
they they do require some assumptions                                           
and you have to go through the the two                                          
things that go there one of the                                                 
assumptions that he has is that the                                             
Fallen Angels have to be replaced I                                             
don't I don't I don't know that I take                                          
that assumption if the Fallen Angels                                            
have to be replaced and we would be the                                         
likely candidates to replace them but do                                        
they even have to be replaced that's the                                        
assumption for example you take when                                            
it's not an assumption is stated in the                                         
scripture when Judas's office was left                                          
empty scripture said and the Apostles                                           
were obedient to say that has to be                                             
replaced so we got to find someone but                                          
the Fallen Angels is there anything in                                          
Scripture that says that vacancy has to                                         
be replaced it's an assumption it's not                                         
a totally invalid assumption but it is                                          
an assumption that has to be made and I                                         
don't think that you can totally claim                                          
the assumption to be there as well Tara                                         
says since the Jews do not believe their                                        
Savior is here why do they not have                                             
babies like crazy like Jews in the Old                                          



Testament did as they thought it to was                                         
critical to bringing about the Messiah                                          
or do they well actually the Orthodox                                           
Jews which are most and by that I mean                                          
the Hasidic Jews that are most looking                                          
and longing for the Messiah they do have                                        
to quote have babies like crazy and like                                        
everybody else in the world they have a                                         
few crazy babies do but you know                                                
other aspects of Judaism like                                                   
conservative judaism has has almost                                             
taken a little bit of a Calvinist view                                          
that says you know god will bring about                                         
the Messiah when God wants to bring                                             
about the Messiah and there's nothing we                                        
can do                                                                          
or there's Reform Judaism which is not                                          
Judaism at all it's you know it's it it                                         
is Judaism like Presbyterian Church USA                                         
is Christianity and so I put Reform                                             
Judaism completely out Conservative                                             
Judaism is saying God's gonna take care                                         
of it we don't have to get involved and                                         
help them out and Hasidic Judaism is                                            
saying let's have a lot of babies                                               
because one of them is going to be the                                          
Messiah and indeed they are looking for                                         
that I think the big problem in all of                                          
that Judaism is that the timing of the                                          
scripture only allows the Messiah to be                                         
born up through 70 AD really and brings                                         
that the timing is impossible dr. David                                         
Cooper has a theories of the Messiah in                                         
a book I wish I could remember the name                                         
of it has Messiah in the name dr. David                                         
Cooper it's an older work out of print                                          
hard to find it somewhere on the                                                
internet he's got a very good argument                                          
he's writing to the Jews telling them                                           
hey here's why Messiah had to have come                                         
two thousand years ago and biblically                                           
they have to land right there let's see                                         
here I think that maybe I have gotten                                           
everything one more Gregg asks could not                                        
God create more angels if he so desired                                         
it's an interesting question and is                                             
there anything in scripture that says                                           
God cannot or could not have created                                            
more angels y'all think about that give                                         
me any words of God I don't know of                                             
anything that                                                                   
requires that he cannot create ex nihilo                                        
as he did in the beginning through                                              
through there so I appreciate that well                                         
time to go here let me tell you a couple                                        
of things one is that tonight we will be                                        
on at 7 o'clock p.m. mountain time                                              
studying the book of Galatians into                                             
chapter 3 and I look forward to seeing                                          
you right here online once again this is                                        
the last day for this particular special                                        
right here a teacher's guide to the book                                        



of Galatians if you want to get that                                            
what the if you want to get at free                                             
shipping then use coupon code Wednesday                                         
do it by today it'll help you to rightly                                        
divide the book of Galatians and to                                             
teach it well as Pastor Joel says the                                           
true answer to many of the issues you                                           
discussed including the pre-tribulation                                         
rapture is a proper understanding of the                                        
word of God rightly divided to that I                                           
say Amen amen amen                                                              
I'll even go right there and click the                                          
little heart on Facebook thank you for                                          
that good word watch dispensational                                             
publishing for a harmony of the                                                 
prophetic word tonight Randy white                                              
ministries Oh RG again for the book of                                          
Galatians and tomorrow morning we'll be                                         
back on ask the theologian until tonight                                        
or tomorrow or Randy white ministries                                           
org you rightly divide the word of God                                          
you                                                                             
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                


